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Introduction and Summary
When I dare to be powerful - to use my strength in the service of my vision, then it becomes
less and less important whether I am afraid.
AUDRE LORDE
This is the story of how a new and not-so-big foundation decided to
play big and translate passion into power for a vision of human rights
and social justice.
The main narrative is about the desire to make the world a better
place by using philanthropic resources to change both lives and
systems affecting human rights related to gender and race. But it
weaves multiple story lines that sometimes stand alone and often mesh
together. One powerful underlying story tells how the two sisters upon
inheriting the foundation decided to use their personal strengths and
interests to create an unusual philanthropic space. It is a space where
the arts are embedded into the social change strategy, where risk-taking
is routine, and where boundaries between grant-maker and grantee
are diminished in the interests of collaboration, friendship and shared
commitment. It is the story of how to make social change and how
doing this transforms the people and organizations that participate. It
is the story of a funding initiative called “Mission Without Borders.”
Mission Without Borders was created by the Embrey Family
Foundation in 2008 to “counter injustices with dire consequences to
our society and its members.” Focused on human rights and women’s
lives, it was a first foray for a young foundation seeking to launch a
bold and strategic effort on the national stage. Not surprisingly, the
Foundation’s initial strategic design process led to a rationale, goals and
hopeful outcomes. But as that process got underway, the original vision
and agenda stayed the same while the character of the Foundation’s
grant making underwent an exhilarating change. A passionate and
intuitive process for reaching out to activists and leaders and learning
from them led to funding and engaging 23 grantees in a multi-year
quest for both social impact and institution-building. By personally
going out into conferences, meetings, and networks of women, the
Foundation’s leaders began to understand both the edges as well as the
mainstream thinking on their human rights interests. The Foundation
grew determined to make grants substantial enough and smart enough
to set off ripples of change toward its vision for expanding rights and
justice while also strengthening the grantee institutions as long-term
assets and innovators for building human rights movements. In the
process the Embrey Family Foundation would…
• spend well beyond the required 5% annual payout and to the
point of planning for a possible sunsetting of the foundation
• take calculated risks out of proportion to their size and
experience
• rely on wisdom and intuition as much as strategy and design
to choose grantee partners with the potential to make an impact
• change the course of large and small organizations and
institutions as they redefined some fundamental human rights
issues like human trafficking, reconciliation, and the arts as a tool
for social justice
• reinforce a growing global consensus on the importance of
women’s equality and full participation--socially, economically
and politically
• stand up for racial equity by leading a local Dallas
communitywide effort to “face race” and to strengthen national
and local organizations to do race work in Dallas and nationally
• change individual lives and destinies by trusting and
cultivating the talents of dozens of new leaders among grantees
and allies, and also among members of its own staff and board
• transform the use of nearly every endowment dollar into
impact-driven choices

Five years and $15 million later, the Embrey Family Foundation is
harvesting the lessons of this far-reaching work along with the benefits
of its collaborations among and between the grantees, the foundation
and its consultants and advisors.
As with most social change initiatives it is too soon to prove that Mission
Without Borders changed the world. But the tracking of progress
against a clearly designed strategy has enabled the Foundation and its
grantees to make a case for the significance of their work individually
and together. Some of the tangible results documented by the grantees
over the course of the Initiative include:
• Changes in the definitions and systemic approaches to handling
and preventing human trafficking in the United States [Polaris; Lab to
Combat Human Trafficking, LeTot]

• Effective resistance to the media-based bullying of women in or
running for public office [Women’s Media Center/She Should Run]
• A large-scale model for making human rights education part of
university programs [Southern Methodist University Embrey Human Rights
Program]

• Engagement of the next generations in human rights activism
[Amnesty International-USA; Chicken and Egg; Moxie; Pachamama]

• Making gender lens and race equity thinking and action part of
the norm in large institutions [Amnesty International-USA; American Indian
College Fund]

• Local and national policy advances on gender--trafficking,
violence against women, reproductive health [Ms Foundation; Dallas
Women’s Foundation; Colorado Women’s Foundation; Women’s Funding Network]

• The emergence of the arts as a more direct force for social
change [Global Arts Center]
Beyond the results that money could buy, the MWB Initiative
accomplished something surprisingly significant--though less tangible-by creating an innovative and trusting space for learning, problemsolving and changing the world. The competitive environment of
most philanthropic resources often resists collaboration when it is
most needed; is judgmental when it should be most forgiving; and
is most decisive when it needs to be more patient with emergent
thinking and action. As artists themselves, the Embrey Foundation
leaders were naturally open to a more open, intuitive and sometimes
emotional process for making choices and decisions. They integrated
heart and mind as a way of doing “business.”
This report has been pulled together to learn from the Mission Without
Borders initiative and to document how philanthropy can be done on
different terms than those that prevail among most funders and donors.
As Lauren Embrey took the CEO position in the Foundation early in the
process she led the Embrey team and board to figure out how to make
grants lovingly and effectively; moreover, they learned how strategic
decision making can blend the best of intuitive intelligence with classic
planning discipline to find and fund smart ideas that add up to change.
We hope the report provides some insights into this Foundation’s
plunge into large-scale social justice issues. And we hope these
insights may help other funders to launch high-impact alternatives to
the traditional patterns of slowly paying out foundation fortunes. These
lessons may be especially useful to those funders seeking to improve
rights and justice by funding organizations that are movement builders
and social change leaders. In a more immediate way the lessons learned
are essential to designing the next stage of strategy and impact for the
Embrey Family Foundation itself.

STEPHANIE J. CLOHESY

Strategic Advisor to the Embrey Family Foundation and Mission Without Borders
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Why Create An Initiative on Rights and Justice?
Without leaps of imagination or dreaming, we lose the excitement of possibilities.
Dreaming, after all, is a form of planning.
GLORIA STEINEM

The Embrey Family Foundation, created by Lindsay Embrey in 2004,
passed into the hands of his two daughters, Lauren and Gayle Embrey
in 2005. They inherited the Foundation’s assets along with the freedom
to invent it to respond to needs and opportunities as they saw them.
While wishing to honor their father’s legacy, especially his love for
and loyalty to Dallas, they saw the Foundation as having the potential
to make a difference well beyond the boundaries of Dallas and the
borders of Texas. Most importantly they knew that they would use their
resources to stand for rights and justice.
As Lauren and Gayle took over the design of the Foundation they
realized that their own passionate interests led them to complex social
justice challenges that they witnessed in their own communities and
beyond in national and global social-change movements. Although
they wished to sustain a sizeable commitment to Dallas and Texas
based needs, they realized that they would have to take down borders
and boundaries in order to do the work they desired. They knew they
would expand their geographic focus to include Colorado, where
Gayle now lives. But they had a much wider view. In particular, they
saw human rights, women’s rights, race and gender as ripe and ready
problems/opportunities requiring emergent solutions across traditional
local, national and global lines. They wanted the freedom to pursue
opportunities for change wherever they might find them. What they
wanted, they both realized, was a MISSION WITHOUT BORDERS! And
so this new initiative was born. They decided on a two-way allocation
of funds that would retain some money for their communities while
opening the rest to national and possibly international work.
Beyond geography, they also wanted the Foundation to stand for their
shared beliefs about empowerment, rights and justice. They were
particularly interested in mitigating the harmful conditions of women’s
lives, especially where race and other factors push women and girls to
the margins of social, economic and political life. At that moment when
Embrey family leaders were trying to decide on the best way to make
a major social change investment that would pay off--especially for
women and girls--they and most other leaders were awakening to new
realities about the depth of human rights issues in the United States
and its communities. Conditioned to a perspective that rights-based
injustices happened “over there” and not “over here”, civic and socialsector leaders were increasingly alarmed over the scale of a tangle of
rights-based abuses involving and affecting the US:
• Human trafficking was being documented globally and was
growing into the millions--and the US was beginning to realize
that sex and labor trafficking in the USA was a combination of
foreign nationals trafficked into the US along with homegrown
trafficking of runaway youth, LGBTQ youth, and young women
and girls without economic options. [Polaris; US Department of State]

• Toxic media sexism was unrelenting and was taking a particular
toll against female political candidates, undermining promising
campaigns in several parts of the country and resulting in
persistent patterns of underrepresentation of women at all levels
of political office. [Women’s Media Center; Political Parity]
• Racial and gender inequities were turning into unprecedented
economic gaps for women, especially women of color and their
families [New York Times, Women eNews, NoVo Foundation 2010]
• Diminishing awareness of and empathy for such rights and
justice issues in the U.S. seemed to be linked to eroding future
leadership and advocacy for rights and justice. [National Association of
Social Workers 2008; Innonet, 2010]

Lauren and Gayle perceived the urgency of these circumstances that
were devastating the lives of women and girls. They understood that
women’s lives were at stake and that there was no time to lose. They
were aware that as a new and not-so-big foundation they were venturing
into a complicated set of outsized challenges with both immediate and
long-term characteristics. Could they really make a difference? Inspired
by the possibilities…they said, “YES!”
Looking for information, ideas and companionship in their philanthropic
journey, they found their way to the Women’s Funding Network and the
Dallas Women’s Foundation and attended several philanthropy strategy
workshops and retreats. Out of those sessions new relationships
emerged and “they” became “we” as they teamed up with Stephanie
Clohesy, of Clohesy Consulting, to figure out how to create a successful
foundation in ways that they could love. Lauren Embrey assumed the
main leadership role as CEO of the Foundation and Gayle took a board
leadership role. As a team that eventually included a staff, we ultimately
made strategic decisions that converged in a multi-year proposal
through which the Foundation would intentionally spend well beyond
the usual comfortable margins, making grants with a guiding vision to
counter injustices especially in human rights and women’s lives. We
perceived that we had stepped into a critical moment in time; we
decided to plunge rather than wade into change-making.
These first defining decisions were made with the participation and
consent of the Embrey Foundation Board of Directors. With the Board’s
affirmative vote on the proposed strategy, the Embreys launched
a 5-year funding venture – Mission Without Borders– which has
had a transformative impact on both the cohort of grantees and on
the Foundation’s vision for human rights/women’s rights issues and
innovations.
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Multi-Layered Social Change Design
This is the time for every artist in every genre to do what he or she does loudly
and consistently. It doesn’t matter to me what your position is. You’ve got to keep
asserting the complexity and the originality of life, and the multiplicity of it, and
the facets of it. This is about being a complex human being in the world, not about
finding a villain. This is no time for anything else than the best that you’ve got.”
TONI MORRISON

I started to observe that the most powerful philanthropy seemed to be ego-limited. In other
words you could get more done if it was NOT about who is getting credit but more about the
ability to work and to just take charge of time and resources to get something done…I wanted
the Foundation to be a role model for bold giving and an example of the willingness to go
fast and do what’s required with energy and momentum. I wanted the Foundation to be a
philanthropy that could grab the moment and opportunities and work with it!
LAUREN EMBREY, CEO

Starting Principles
Mission Without Borders (MWB) was launched as an expression of the
Embrey family values and beliefs along with intuitive insight about
rights and justice and experience in making the world a better place.
MWB was designed strategically but was understood to be an
open platform rather than a closed container for ideas. The starting
principles shaped the planning and all the decisions that followed.
The principles were in play at a common sense level before they were
completely articulated. In retrospect we have been able to name them:
• Make change happen! Try to effectively decrease those injustices
with the most dire consequences for women and girls
• Build EFF as a Foundation that would lead, engage, and leverage
beyond grant-making
• Build EFF as a values-based Foundation
• Take risks with high potential for impact
• Experiment with best and emerging philanthropic/social change
practices that could accelerate impact (e.g. impact investing;

partnering with grantees; high engagement and convening;
gender lens analysis and more)
• Strengthen grantees to build future institutional backbone for
achieving justice and equality, especially for women.
• Be open to understanding both race and gender as part of
human rights
• Embrace/integrate the arts as integral to social change strategy
With these ideas in mind, the Foundation leaders understood that we
needed to design MWB to do two big things at once:
• Make grants that could help achieve structural and systemic
improvements in human rights, women’s rights and racial
equality;
• Care for and invest in the grantee relationships and leaders
and their institutions so that they would be stronger after an
EFF grant than before.

Logic AND Intuition
Early on we began to rely on a style of strategic thinking that could
take advantage of all the wisdom and resources that we brought to
the table. Taking a cue from Lauren’s preference for delving into
direct learning experiences in conferences, meetings, communities
and then interpreting what she had seen and heard into priorities, the
Foundation quickly established an experiential learning culture more
than a research culture for establishing needs and ideas. We felt that
we were fluidly embracing both logical and intuitive processes. In one
sphere we had the tools of strategic thinking: deliberate learning,
situational assessment, analysis of needs and opportunities, matching
resources to strategies, and decision making to optimize impact. In
another sphere we had the passion, experiences, insight, risk tolerance
and experiential and social learning styles of both Lauren and Gayle

Embrey and their willingness to make intuitive leaps forward in trusting
people and their ideas for solutions and innovations. Luckily, staff with
strong facilitating skills were hired to hold the middle. Over time we
learned to use the kinetic energy of both spheres to create a rational
strategic design while also integrating an opportunistic and intuitive
path of networking and discovery to find the most promising potential
grantee partners and ideas.

One eye sees the other feels.
PAU L K L E E
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Money
As in many other innovation environments, the social change design
of the MWB Initiative was shaped by some constraints, specifically the
amount of money that seemed proportionate to the aspirations and
yet within the means of the Embrey resources. From the beginning,
Lauren and Gayle were committed to spending much more than the
traditional “5%” formula of philanthropic spending. Using a little
backward engineering, they calculated a post-MWB amount that they
wanted to remain in the Endowment; they wanted to reserve some
options for continuing their philanthropy as well as passing it on to the
next generation. They were willing to spend deeply into capital but yet
did not want to spend out too quickly. They brought that number to

the planning process and we then began to figure out how to structure
a core budget that covered operations but also supported the staff
to create and manage direct program responsibilities, e.g. convening
grantees, assisting grantees, taking direct leadership on issues. Then
this was balanced with a grantmaking budget that seemed big enough
to make an impact. The entire Initiative was budgeted at $15 million
for external spending (grants and contracts, special projects); most of
the remaining financial and operational capacity in the Foundation was
allocated to manage/facilitate the implementation and leveraging of
MWB.

4 Strategic Elements
To accomplish all of this, four key strategy design decisions were made.
1. Pull together several major themes/issues that are central for
gaining human rights/women’s rights and resist attempts to
compartmentalize them:

3. Spend and/or leverage large scale resources

• Human rights framing and policies

• Use a front-loaded spending strategy for EFF that enabled an
investment of $15 million over 5 years--well in excess of EFF’s 5%
and a likely step towards a longterm spend-down strategy

• Domestic human trafficking--definition, policies, models for
intervention

• Take risks on small or new organizations and help them to scale
up new ideas and structures to their full potential

• Women and girls’ leadership

• Take risks on innovation within large, existing organizations

• Racial and gender equity

• Leverage the Foundation’s endowment capital through impact
investing

• Women’s media/image of women in the media
• Arts as a force for social change

4. Go Big…Innovate, Collaborate and Lead

2. Design strategy with a social change model that aims for
systemic social change:

• Collaborative work and network-building
• More than money investments (Leadership, Leverage, Visibility)

• Transform the lives of people

• EFF values and relationships embedded in every grant

• Engage more supporters

• Try best practices emerging from the work of other funders,
activists and researchers that could increase impact and/or
sustain the change being made (empowerment of women;
rapid innovation; disruptive change; community-powered
problem-solving; systemic change and systems change adaptive
leadership)

• Define and reframe the issues so that people can understand and
act
• Change policies and systems/institutions
• Build needed infrastructure – sustainable organizations for the
future
• Resist backlash and invest in deep implementation of good
policies and innovations

• Incorporate foundation management innovations that could
multiply the value of the grant-making (convening grantees;
high engagement – personal and institutional – with grantees;
providing core institutional support; providing professional
services when needed; multi-year grants)

Community
Behavior
Building
Sustainable
Institutions

Maintaining
Current
Position

Definitions
& Reframing

Critical Mass
& Increasing
Engagement
Institutions,
Policy &
Systems
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A Unified Strategy with Aligned Outcomes…But Not Collective Impact
Despite a growing preoccupation with collective impact funding
models among many foundations, the Embrey Foundation opted for
a more open-ended approach for Mission Without Borders. Collective
Impact is defined as the commitment of a group of players/partners
from different sectors to a common agenda for solving a specific social
problem for explicit outcomes, using a structured form of collaboration.
The Embrey team wanted a unified strategy to drive the Initiative but
did not want such structured and specific deliverables as are common in
collective models. We envisioned synergy among the grantee partners
but did not want to manage a complex collaborative process. We
preferred to unify the MWB Initiative partners through vision rather
than deliverables;. We wanted the freedom to gather a “collection” of
thematically aligned projects over time. We thought it would be more
exciting and productive for each grantee to have the freedom to reach
optimum results in their own sphere and to create outward ripples of
change into other places and systems.
Of course we also wanted the whole of the Initiative to be more
valuable than the sum of the parts. To help accomplish this we created
an annual review and learning process that would assess progress while
pulling together the parts and articulating the “whole” significance

of the Initiative. While not responsible for collective outcomes or a
single set of unified impact indicators, the grantees did represent an
alignment of goals and change strategies. In addition to the annual
evaluative reviews the Foundation established an “open door” with
grantees so that concerns, changes and new ideas could be brought
forward at any time by either the grantee partners or the Foundation.
To further unify the parts, the grantees were invited to convene, to
learn about each other and the Foundation’s strategic intentions, make
partnerships with each other and to create new ideas for action that
could be incorporated into their organizations and/or their EFF grants.
(See Convening section below.)
Throughout the timeframe of the Initiative, The Foundation welcomed
the emergence of new ideas to be incorporated as strategic pivots
in the implementation of the Initiative and/or within the work of the
individual grantees. Some of these pivots would prove to be substantial
and compelling. One of the most significant of these pivots was the
Foundation’s own tilt toward the importance of race in the quest for
broad-based human rights, especially among women and girls.. (See
Race below.)

The Strategic Canvas (Logic Model)--A Combination of Theory and Insight
In order to articulate a vision-driven strategy with aligned outcomes,
we created a strategic map of “canvas.” We were trying to find a way
to make sense of a lot of good ideas already “on the table” while also
challenging ourselves to think strategically about the future better
world we imagined. The canvas was formed from a combination of
• rational impact-thinking about complex change,
• intuitive ideas about the strongest leverage points and leaders
for change and

The Canvas emerged through a process facilitated by Clohesy
Consulting. It was intended to provide an overall picture of ideas. It
became an “at a glance” guide to the MWB Initiative’s design and all
that it encompassed from resources and assumptions through strategies
and outcomes.
For both staff and grantees the Strategic Canvas often served as a
resource to renew or restore a sense of focus and direction.

• the serendipity of opportunities coming to the Foundation.

The Logic Model was very helpful! It seems like a necessity for good grant-making and good
management of the work. In Mission Without Borders we were spending a lot of money and
had a somewhat small staff. Having a strategic design allowed all of us to work together with a
common language about the expectations and outcomes.
S A L L I E B E C K , P H I L A N T H R O P I C A N A LY S I S , E F F
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The Grants/Grantee Partners
Ultimately the Foundation funded a total of 23 organizations* with
multi-year grants within the five-year span of the Initiative. Each one
embodied some or all of the social change structure of MWB as
illustrated in the Strategic Map.

services. Most of the grantee partners relied on Embrey Foundation
leaders and staff for strategy and organizational advice, consulting and
problem solving. For some that also included an Embrey staff or board
member on their organizational board.

Each of these grants represented a relationship with EFF that went
deeper than a grant transaction. Each grantee was viewed as a
partner and ally of the EFF vision rather than as a “contractor” for

*A few limited or short term grants were made related to the MWB purpose but only the multiyear grants are included in the evaluation. The WH Project which closed its doors during the
Initiative is included because most of its results were achieved before the closure.

Finding Great Grantees--The importance of Creating Social Capital
To implement Mission Without Borders the Foundation used its
logical and intuitive style to invent its own method for searching out
and reviewing potential grantees. The Strategic Canvas enabled the
Foundation to always be proactive, searching for those potential
partners working in the interest areas of the Foundation. Lauren
Embrey, as CEO, took the initiative to steadily reach out and identify
EFF as a new funder in the human rights, women’s rights and arts as
social justice networks. She invented a “free-range” discovery process
of participating, learning, and experiencing the work of leaders and
organizations. Grassroots leaders, emerging social entrepreneurs
and thinkers were invited into the Foundation and an open forum for
dialog: organizational leaders were asked to propose new ideas and to
lay out what they really needed even if that was operational support
and institution-building. Through the process of building relationships
and participating in the development of program ideas the Initiative
emerged with its 23 different project partners.
For example, Lauren had taken a course on human rights at Southern
Methodist University (SMU) and traveled to Poland as part of that
class. She regards the trip as transformative in her life and through
that experience her ideas for how to fund human rights began to take
shape. By the time we began charting a strategy map Lauren knew
that MWB would include a strong emphasis on educating people on
human rights and she was already negotiating with SMU as the leading
partner. SMU advocated to the Foundation’s board of directors for a
strong level of support to formalize the then fledgling SMU Embrey
Human Rights Program. Within two years, and with substantial Embrey
support, the program began to flourish and was subsequently named
for the Embrey Foundation.
Lauren and Gayle both plunged into the emerging networks to end
human trafficking, participating in the conversations hosted by Swanee
Hunt as well as discussing with other Dallas-based donors including
the Dallas Women’s Foundation the local realities of trafficking. Gayle
brought the leaders of the Lab to Combat Human Trafficking into the

Who is in the Initiative?

Who is in the Initiative?

conversation; their ideas influenced the shape and scale of the human
trafficking component of MWB and they also received a grant to
complete their research and use it to develop a Colorado statewide
model with national policy and practice implications.
Each grantee in MWB represents a similar story of outreach, relationshipbuilding and trusted collaboration with the Foundation.
To a great extent the MWB Initiative was held together first and
foremost through the social capital invested in finding each project,
making a relationship with the leaders and then helping to shape the
project’s design as shared work with the Embrey Foundation. Over time
that social capital was intensified as the Foundation invested additional
time and resources, leadership and leverage into the well-being of the
grantees.
The 23 major or core grantees received the majority of the available
MWB resources and were funded for multiple years at a level that
could generate measurable impact. These projects and organizations
were monitored and mentored through an ongoing evaluation and
continuous learning process.
In addition some smaller projects were funded each year as discretionary
and short-term opportunities to explore new ideas related to the
Initiative and/or to provide leverage to some of the main strategies. For
example documentary films were funded within the major strategies
of MWB (women and media as well as arts/social change). In addition
some smaller grants were made to both the Dallas and San Francisco
Film Societies for the showing and promotion of human rights
films. In another example, EFF expanded MWB’s outreach to youth
leadership and peace efforts through the Peace Jam Foundation and
its partnerships with Nobel Laureates, including Peacejam’s Nobel
Women’s Initiative on the International Campaign to Stop Rape.
In total, Foundation funded not only the 23 core grantees but also more
than 50 smaller discretionary grants also aimed at the Vision and Impact
articulated in the Social Change Canvas.
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How The Grantees Used A Social
Change Model To Optimize Change
Throughout the five years of MWB, the glue binding the projects strategically was the social change model. Imprinted within the Mission Without
Borders design, the social change model was aimed at systemic and transformative outcomes. The model articulates six approaches to change that
can combine in any formation to dominate an organization’s or project’s strategies. The model enables organizations to sort out their strategies
and then to think critically about the efficacy of the strategies for their intended outcomes. Adapted from the Women’s Funding Network (Making
the Case) the Social Change Model proved to be a valuable tool for the Foundation to help name and understand the nature of the social change
strategies that could reasonably lead to impact. The model also provided a template for analyzing grant proposals and understanding the grantees’
social change approaches. And the model--integrated into application and reporting documents--also helped grantees to think more clearly about
their strategies and how their own operational, strategic and financial plans supported their social change ambitions.

A Model for Social Change
Although the use of the model was not required as a formal condition
for a grant, it was embedded in the application process and also served
as the framework for annual reviews and reporting. When the model
was shared with grantees they could recognize themselves in it and
came to understand how the Initiative’s participants shared important
strategies, especially around defining new issues, making systemic
change, engaging critical masses of people and institution-building.
The commitment of the Embrey Foundation to personal transformations
AND systemic change became transparent and discernible through the
model.

When added together, would the projects have significant impact on
movement-building on race, gender, human rights?

By embedding this social change model into the overall strategy, we
reasoned that the outcomes from the Initiative would be more focused
for the projects themselves and would also provide the Foundation a
framework for making a whole out of the “sum of the parts.” What could
be accomplished and/or learned if all the systemic and policy changes
across grantees could be seen as a combined effort not just separate or
random pieces? A similar question concerned the engagement work.

I would talk about the categories of funding we established and
the ways in which we began researching the best organizations
to consider funding within the chosen categories. I would
counsel another funder to be prepared to dig in with both
hands, to really be a partner and not just a funder in order to
maximize success.

When Lauren Embrey was asked what she would tell other funders to
help them understand the effectiveness of MWB she replied,
It was so important to have a delineation of our interests into
categories and focus areas and to have a mindset about how
they would connect and overlap…they didn’t just fall in one
spot of the interests map.
Gayle Embrey also reflected,

Grantee Models and Evidence of Impact
When most grantees were identified we set up the learning and
evaluation process. To structure the learning process, we analyzed each
grantee’s social change strategies (as expressed in their proposals and
grant agreements). In this analysis it became evident that MWB would
be dominated by four of the six social change approaches:
• Defining and reframing issues. In some cases new issues had
to be put on the map (e.g. trafficking) and in other cases familiar
issues had to be reframed (political parity; gender discrimination
in the media, etc.)

• Institutional change--policies and systems
• Engagement/movement-building/critical mass
• Building sustainable institutions
A few examples are shared here to underscore the social change
infrastructure that we used and tracked through the Initiative. In the
mini-illustrations, the circles correspond to the social change model
(above) and the size of each circle represents an approximate proportion
of emphasis of that strategy in the grant activities.
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Individual/Community Behavior
Definitions & Reframing
Critical Mass & Engagement
Building sustainable institution

Global Arts Corp (GAC): Arts and Social Justice
Purpose. To establish and expand a participatory theater
methodology for personal and community-level reconciliation and
forgiveness in populations traumatized by extreme conflict and
violence. The arts as a whole and theater, in particular, seem to touch
human emotions and perspectives more powerfully than diplomatic
or rational dialog especially where there has been deep personal and
community injury.
Social Change Model. 4-way: Individual/Community Behavior;
Definitions & Reframing; Engagement; Building a Sustainable
Institution. GAC came to Embrey’s attention with their production
about South Africa, Truth in Translation. It became clear that a
partnership with GAC would involve helping to replicate in other
conflict and crisis zones the unusual and effective methodology
used in South Africa; and the organization itself needed to be
transformed structurally and operationally for the GAC mission. In
GAC’s social change model the dominant strategies were in defining
and reframing (i.e. developing a theatrical “language” for truth
and reconciliation); and in individual development/transformation.
Supporting strategies included engagement/movement-building
(the response of audiences, donors, supporters) and efforts to build
a sustainable institution.
Main goals/outcomes. Because the Global Arts Corps succeeded
globally with an initial production based on the truth and
reconciliation hearings in South Africa (Truth in Translation), the EFF
funding was structured to help GAC build on the South Africa success
by evolving their methodology in other conflict and reconciliation
zones: Northern Ireland, Cambodia, Kosovo and others. In the grant
period the Irish production (Hold Your Tongue, Hold Your Dead) was
staged in the US (Boston) in 2014; and a short film was made of the
Cambodia work. To educate others about GAC’s innovative approach
to reconciliation, a major documentary film about the South Africa
work was produced and released (A Snake Gives Birth to a Snake)
and is currently showing in film festivals. It won the Social Justice
Award at the Santa Barbara Film Festival in 2015.

Institutions, Policy, Systems
Critical Mass & Engagement
Definitions Reframing
Building Sustainable Institutions

Southern Methodist University (SMU) Embrey Human
Rights Program
Purpose. To establish a sustainable program in human rights
to accelerate the knowledge and transform the commitment
of SMU students and faculty about human rights and to enrich
public awareness, dialog and engagement in human rights issues.
The Foundation reasoned that one of the best ways to ensure a
constituency for human rights in the US and globally is to cultivate
next generations to understand and care about the issues. Therefore,
developing a program based at SMU seemed an ideal way to reach
the next generation as well as SMU’s broad public constituency.
Social Change Model. 4-way: Definitions & Reframing; Individual
transformation; Institutions/Policy & Systems; Building sustainable
institution. SMU’s social change emphasis is on individual
transformation and on institutional policy systems: the main purpose
is to educate and empower students and to embed the interest in
human rights into the university’s structure and culture. Its supporting
strategies are defining/reframing (the challenge of inventing a
human rights curriculum and program for higher education) along
with institution-building (the responsibility of building the Center as
a viable entity within the university)
Main goals/outcomes. The SMU program has grown into a program
that provides a major to some SMU students, a minor to others but
touches nearly all SMU students with its programs, lectures, activities,
and trips. SMU’s first Human Rights minors graduated in 2008 and in
2012 the Bachelor of Arts in Human Rights was added. The human
rights program also enhances other degree programs. In the larger
civic community the program is seen as an asset. The SMU model
along with its mantra “There is no such thing as a lesser person”
have been shared with other major universities also interested in
establishing human rights programs and culture on campus.

At this point--from Rwanda to Kosovo, Cambodia to the North of
Ireland, Global Arts Corps has used the transformative power of
theatre to bring together people from opposite sides of violent
conflict, unrest and war in 17 countries on 4 continents, reaching over
75,000 audience members, and facilitating reconciliation workshops
for over 11,000 participants.
At the same time EFF supported organizational development
support for GAC to expand its board of directors, stabilize staffing
and increase its fundraising capacity. While GAC continues to
function well, its efforts at sustainable and stable operations have
been challenging, and its founders continue to carry the greatest
share of responsibility. Lauren Embrey is now serving on the GAC
board.
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Individual Behavior
Definitions
Institutions, Policy, & Systems

Critical Mass & Engagement
Definitions
Institutions, Policy & Systems

Laboratory to Combat Human Trafficking (LCHT)
Purpose. To create a replicable statewide research model that
empowers communities to organize services for combatting human
trafficking. Using a collaborative structure with over 40 Project Team
members, they selected the “4P” paradigm of Prevention, Protection,
Prosecution and Partnerships as the building comprehensive
framework and a systemic response.
Social Change Model. 3-way: Definitions & Reframing; Institutions/
Systems & Policy; Building sustainable institution)
Main outcomes: The LCHT completed the Colorado Action Plan for
Colorado communities to use the Lab’s tools for local action plan;
and engaged some of the communities to help organize and support
a statewide approach and network. Nationally, the Colorado Model
has potential for replication to other states along with a baseline
of promising practices. Replication is underway in at least three
locations. Among the most important outcomes is the research
design (Participatory Action Research) that ultimately created a
feminist perspective and community knowledge base for antitrafficking activists and policy makers. The LCHT has trained 23,000
people to combat human trafficking.

American Indian College Fund(AICF):
Leadership/Gender & Race
Purpose. To create a women’s leadership development program-sustainable beyond the EFF grant--to support its participants in life,
leadership and learning while obtaining their degrees at tribal colleges.
Native women’s lives are complex and stressed with economic
hardships and extensive family and community responsibilities. Even
though they are at the center of their communities’ well-being, native
women often feel inadequate as leaders and it is difficult for women
to complete their degrees.
Social Change Model. 3-way: Individual transformation; Definitions
& Reframing; Institutions/Policy & Systems. The main social change
approach of the leadership program has been to transform individual
lives and to do so has required defining and reframing leadership
for the context and realities of native women’s lives. The project’s
longterm significance lies in its ability to influence and enable
larger institutions to adopt leadership development as part of an
educational success model for native women.
Main Goals/Outcomes. The grant carried two major expected
outcomes: the education/leadership transformation of the selected
women leader-participants and also to embed an ongoing
commitment to developing women’s leadership within the AICF and
its priorities and also in the tribal colleges. In order to achieve this the
AICF and its tribal college partners had to define and help establish
a different culture around women’s leadership and new definitions
about the personal significance of leadership responsibilities and the
predominantly local sphere of leadership.
The four year leadership program focused on one cohort of leaders
as a way of testing and establishing effective ways of teaching and
catalyzing women’s leadership. A fifth year extension helped to refine
the program into a more specific mentorship and local leadership
challenge which could be more deeply embedded in the tribal
college system. The class of selected participants have completed
their degrees. The program has obtained the commitment of AICF’s
top leadership and is expected to continue beyond EFF funding; if
so, it changes the landscape for native women’s leadership and their
outlook for success in the completion of college degrees.
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Definitions
Individual/Community Behavior
Institutions Policy, & Systems
Building Sustainable Institution

Definitions & Reframing
Critical Mass & Engagement
Individual/Community Behavior

Amnesty International--USA (AIUSA)

Women’s Media Center & She Should Run

Purpose: To strengthen gender-based human rights work within
AIUSA and to help recruit new members, leaders, donors to sustain a
gender-based human rights agenda. AIUSA proposed and then over
four years implemented four main strategies:

Purpose: This collaborative project was funded to create a media
accountability campaign--Name It Change It--to improve the
portrayal of women in the media, particularly women candidates
for public office. By creating a national monitoring and action effort
the program could “catch” and respond rapidly to negative media
incidents while also working with media leaders to become allies in
preventing sexist and derogatory coverage of women candidates.

• Support and help orchestrate passage and acceptance of the
International Violence Against Women Act (I-VAWA)
• Increase Protection of Indigenous Women
• Defend “Women Who Defend Women”
• Grow the Membership and Influence of AIUSA
Social Change Model: 3-way Model combining Critical Mass/
Engagement (including increasing and diversifying its own
membership); Definitional work to reframe violence against women,
including indigenous women; and Systemic, institutional change
(laws, policies and systemic practices).
Main Goals/Outcomes: AIUSA used the EFF funding to support
its leadership roles in securing the United States’ expanded
commitment to women’s rights as well as investing substantial effort
in leading global policy efforts at the UN. AIUSA remains a lead
co-chair of the Coalition to End Violence Against Women and Girls
Globally, the coalition behind the International Violence Against
Women Act (IVAWA), and helped grow the Coalition’s membership
to nearly 300 organizations who are leveraging their resources to
end violence against women and girls. In August of 2012, the U.S.
government released its first ever U.S. Strategy to Prevent and
Respond to Gender Based Violence. The strategy is the culmination
of over seven years of work by AIUSA and partners in the Coalition
to Prevent and Respond to Violence Against Women and Girls. For
three years, AIUSA helped draft language into the National Defense
Authorization Act (NDAA) specific to the security of Afghan women
that was successfully included in the final version of the NDAA (and
signed by the President) promoting the rights of Afghan women. The
NDAA includes $25 million for programs and activities to support the
recruitment, integration, retention, and equal treatment of women in
the Afghan National Security Force.

Social Change Model: 3-way model included Definitions and
Reframing; Critical Mass/Engagement and Changing Individual/
Community Behavior.
Main Goals/Outcomes: One of the most significant achievements
of Name It Change It was to reverse conventional wisdom about
how women candidates could best respond to sexist media attacks.
The research demonstrated that ignoring attacks doesn’t neutralize
harm to voter confidence but directly addressing it helps the
candidate regain lost ground with their constituency. This finding has
helped to redefine the real harm of media bias and has changed
political campaign strategy and practice. The program also created
downloadable materials for candidates and campaign managers.
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Choosing to be Different:
Risk, Innovation & Engagement
How a foundation makes its grants, and relates to and nurtures its grantees is often as powerful in achieving social change results as the
strategic design and the work itself.
Lauren Embrey’s leadership as CEO guaranteed that the Foundation would evolve outside the lines of everyday philanthropic practice. Its principles
emphasizing relationships and its decisionmaking style of integrating both rational/logical thinking with the “blink” insights of intuition have
differentiated its brand of strategy. Lauren’s sense of freedom to keep learning and to accept change has kept the MWB strategies fresh and
responsive.
For Mission Without Borders, we understood that the Foundation’s vision for social change would bring with it a need for substantial definitional
and reframing work so that the issues could be perceived and understood. In turn, this definitional work would demand social change innovation
and would require an engaged approach to grant-making along with a high tolerance for risk. In response to all this we deliberately favored and
supported grantees with high-risk/high potential profiles in the belief that leaders willing to go to the “edge” would have a greater chance
to find the systemic cracks and openings for making lasting change. On the whole we also looked for innovation and invention in the projects.
We looked for new ideas to change the persistent and frustrating barriers related to rights, opportunities, gender and race.

Risk
Risk-taking with its grantees was the inevitable
“price” to be paid for the Foundation’s interest
in innovation and a desire to move beyond the
status quo to catalyze social change. Moreover,
the commitment to women’s organizations/
women’s leaders; and to the convergence of
gender/race/human rights required an openness
to the complexities of movement-building (not
just programs) along with a deep capacity for
handling social “edge” issues.
The MWB team and EFF board selected grantees
with new ideas , new leaders, new projects and – in
many cases – funded new or young organizations.
However, the grantees also included some
longstanding organizations who were innovating
from within (e.g. Planned Parenthood; Amnesty
International USA, Southern Methodist University,
American Indian College Fund).
A risk profile was created to track the Foundation’s
perception of the levels and types of risk that
needed to be managed and supported during
the course of the Initiative. The Foundation
understood that the innovation value of each
project spanned across the risk matrix but higher
risk projects did signal that the Foundation
needed to be prepared to handle the risk with
additional support, mentoring, and services. This
retrospective matrix shows that over the 5-year
period, the MWB identified most of its resources
as being on the higher end of the risk scale,
represented by new ideas in both longstanding
and new organizations and/or with new leaders
in charge.

Risktaking: New Ideas, New People, New/Young Organizations
MWB Grantmaking Profile

New/Young
Organizations

Global Art Corps
Lab To Combat Human Trafficking
LeTot*
Polaris
Man Up

Pachamama
Moxie Institute

New
Ideas

Improving
Long-Standing Ideas

Dallas Women’s Foundation*
Univeresity of Texas
White House Project
Women’s eNews

American Indian College Fund*
Amnesty International USA*
Chicken & Egg
Hunt Alternatives Fund
Ms. Foundation*
Planned Parenthood of America
Texas Freedom Network
Southern Methodist University
Women’s Foundation Colorado*
Women’s Media Center
She Should Run*
Planned Parenthood (N. Texas)

Long
Standing
Organizations
* also new leaders
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Innovation
When the agenda is about human rights, women’s rights, racial
justice, the arts and social justice, it is probably impossible to fund
only safe programs within the status quo. Often defined simply as
“new ideas that work,” innovation is essential for solving the kind of
complex problems related to human rights and justice at the center of
the Embrey Foundation vision and the MWB purpose.
In its 2008 Report Growing Social Innovation, the W.K. Kellogg
Foundation and authors Stephanie Clohesy and Gabriel Kaspar
observed:
“ … in the social sector, where creative thinking abounds and
can often mean life or death solutions to critical problems,
innovation remains largely episodic. Every day, individuals,
social entrepreneurs, and organizations create ingenious
solutions to some of the world’s thorniest problems, yet many
of the innovations are never realized or scaled, and fail to
achieve their transformative potential. Piecemeal funding,
under-resourced organizations, trailing-edge technology, and
structures that are set up for services and advocacy rather
than for discovery and scaling are all fundamental elements
of a social sector landscape that often limits the impact of
breakthrough innovations.”
In the prevailing Embrey “style” the preference for innovation was
woven into the work without being a hard demand in the criteria for
funding. The MWB framework and design laid out the preference for
leaders and projects that promised breakthroughs to tough problems;
therefore, most projects were positioned from the start for innovation.
More importantly we understood “from the gut” that innovation is
more about creating the conditions for good ideas rather than trying to
manufacture good ideas on demand. For example, MWB grants were
structured intentionally as multi-year funding commitments in order to
create and nurture conditions for innovation. And the Foundation itself
supported innovation for the grantees right up through the last phase
of work. For example, when the final funding year rolled around for
many projects it became clear that some funding periods had been
too short to develop the ideas, deliver the outcomes and organize a
transition to the next stage. When faced with this shortcoming in the
funding plans, we decided to add 6-12 months of “off-ramp” funding
so that grantees could have a reasonable chance of testing and scaling
sustainability strategies that would then change their organizations,
movements and ultimately people’s lives. [See Convening section.]
As MWB grantees implemented their projects the literature on social
innovation was useful as a way to distinguish the variety of innovation
approaches in the projects. Through the evaluation/learning process
we could see that the projects fell into two major innovation categories:
Disruptive innovation--a concept adapted by the Foundation to mean
a substantial interruption of the status quo with new ideas/new ways of
doing things that redefine the situation, change the work and reshape
the context for better and accelerated progress toward the stated
goals/vision.
Sustaining innovation--defined by the Foundation to signify a pattern
of creative but subtle adjustments that improve or renew already useful
strategies and action toward stated goals/vision.
In the belief that both types of innovation are essential to social change
the Foundation was open to both and most grantees actually wove
both types of innovation into their strategies and design. However
the MWB vision for change and expected outcomes for MWB laid the
groundwork for the Foundation to favor disruptive innovation.
Below are brief descriptors that provide some insight for how the
Foundation perceived the innovative work of the grantees and their
significance in achieving the MWB vision.
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D I S RUPTI V E I NNOVATORS:
Grantee

Innovation(s)

Amnesty International USA

Established a gender lens view at the national level to unify AIUSA’s work on gender-based policy issues particularly in taking
leadership for IVAWA--International Violence Against Women Act..

Global Arts Corp

The GAC methodology is a unique approach to forgiveness and reconciliation that fuses professional theater, participation,
dialogue, improvisation, music and film to engage those in conflict with each other in life-changing behavior while also
creating theater art.

Hunt Alternatives Fund

Demand Abolition was organized as a new network of leaders and organizations to consider and advocate for abolishing
“demand” in sex trafficking.

Lab to Combat Human
Trafficking

LCHT used research and fast community feedback loops to create protocols for community action on human trafficking--the
Four P’s (Prevention, Prosecution, Protection and Partnership).

LeTot Center

The first residential facility and support services established in Dallas for young women victims of trafficking.

Moxie Institute

A social action and movement-building project to engage people in major 21st century issues by using film and new media to
organize, inspire,teach, activate.

Planned Parenthood
Federation of America

A mobile app for information and referrals on women’s health care and reproductive education was created to open up via
mobile phone instant information and care options.

American Indian College
Fund

A model of women’s leadership program based in the tribal colleges--and intended to be adopted long-term by the colleges-recognized the whole person and worked with women students and their real life situations to support and build their
leadership skills and courage while also discovering ways to increase their degree completion rates.

SMU Embrey Human Rights
Program

A single human rights course evolved into a University-based Center to systematize human rights education and experience
and reaching thousands of students. The SMU Embrey Human Rights Program is serving as a model for other university-based
human rights programs that are in formation and growing in number.

Texas Freedom Network
Education Fund

Polling and outreach to religious leaders was used to reframe health education and information about birth control access.
They also worked with a media firm to create the “Cupid or Stupid” campaign to raise aware ness in birth control access,
ineffective sex education and marriage equality.

Women’s Foundation of
Colorado

Structured a statewide outcomes-based and hands-on services network to improve the performance and retention of girls in
middle school and beyond.

Women’s Media Center/She
Should Run

Research led to insights that reversed decades of practice in political campaign strategy for women candidates, guiding them
to face and resist sexist biased media attacks rather than the traditional behavior of ignoring and moving past such attacks.

SU STAI NI NG I NNOVATORS:
Grantee

Innovation(s)

Chicken & Egg/Tides
Network

A series of film projects and audience development were developed specifically to support movement building on
reproductive rights.

Ms Foundation for Women

Ms explored the integration of additional advocacy and direct plicy work into a successful grantmaking structure.

Dallas Women’s Foundation

DWF tested and then scaled up one of its major constituency-building and fundraising events.

University of Texas

The Women’s Studies Center developed faculty and courses in gender studies to integrate gender studies more widely
throughout the University in order to reach increasing numbers of students; and to strengthen/stabilize the present of the
University of Texas Women and Gender Studies program at the University of Texas at Austin. Although faculty support and
curriculum design were central in the project design the Center also supported the Performing Justice Project and women’s
leadership development.

Women’s eNews

Coverage of human trafficking was expanded as a way of building the knowledge base for the Foundation and the growing
movement of activists working on trafficking.
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Engagement Culture
Lauren Embrey has reflected that one of the most important
contributions that she personally made to MWB and one of the most
consistently positive aspects of the relationship between EFF and the
grantees was the willingness to be present. She said,

• The Foundation would encourage grantees to work together
with the Foundation in transformative partnerships in service
of the movement or issue on which they were focused (not a
transactional funder-grantee relationship)

“I think one of the most important decisions I made was
to be out and about…being the face of the Foundation…
being a leader willing to learn and explore WITH grantees
and potential grantees. My actual presence often made a
difference in shaping or speeding up the work. It would have
been a different Initiative without physical presence, though it
was difficult to do.”

• The Foundation would catalyze and provide opportunities
for peer relationships among the grantees so that they could
leverage the work of each other for their own success and
impact.

Both Lauren and Gayle Embrey and the staff they hired took the
work to heart and early on established a working culture of mutual
respect with grantees. Respect helped the team to be positive
and encouraging without overpromising; attentive without being
invasive; helpful without becoming overbearing; involved without
becoming controlling. For the MWB Initiative, developing and offering
a high engagement culture was a question of “how much” not “if”.
Engagement was defined in at least three ways:
• The Foundation would extend itself to the grantees, offering
knowledge, connections, specialized expertise (often through
its own staff or through consultants). In some instances, Embrey
leaders served on boards or committees for the grantees. In
annual evaluations this type of engagements was monitored as
“more than money” connections between the grantees and the
Foundation.

Governing Board
Leadership

Advisory or Informal
Leadership

Lauren reflected,
“I was surprised about how many people wanted my
leadership. What we were doing was accepted as being out
there on the edge and people responded to us. Some people
seemed to draw or renew their enthusiasm from what we
were doing. Also people appreciated our transparency…
being clear about what we could and couldn’t do. We were
supportive to the grantee leaders and we were surprised at
how much this was appreciated.”
These engagement practices took shape in different ways with each of
the grantees. Some sought out and received extensive interaction with
the Foundation; others needed and asked for less.
This table tracks the ways in which the Foundation offered additional
assistance and leverage to the MWB grantees.

Networking/
Connections

Additional Financial
Support (events, etc)

Subsidized
Consulting

• Ms Foundation

• AICF

• Polaris

• Ms Foundation

• Global Arts Corps

• Women’s Media Center

• SMU

• AIUSA

• WMC

• Women’s Media Center

• Colorado Women’s
Foundation

• Global Arts Corps

• AICF

• Dallas Women’s
Foundation

• Global Arts Corps

• Dallas Women’s
Foundation

• Dallas Women’s
Foundation

• Pachamama

• Women’s Media Center
• Texas Freedom Network

• Amnesty
• Lab to Combat Human
Trafficking

• Women’s eNews
• Global Arts Corps
• UT
• SMU

• PPFA

What was most valuable? The MWB annual learning/evaluation process
included questions about the value of “more than money” contributions
from the Foundation. Grantees consistently identified the high value of the
Embrey Foundation’s friendship and ability to listen to grantees’ concerns
as a helpful partner rather than a powerful and potentially punitive
funder. Grantees also were impressed by and thankful for leadership
relationships (e.g. EFF leaders serving on grantee boards and advisory
groups) and consultative help that Foundation staff were willing to
provide. The grantees consistently expressed their need for connections
and networking (“opening doors”) and perceived that the Foundation’s
leaders--making a peer to peer request--would provide them with much
needed access and greater leverage than they could get on their own.
The Foundation responded to many of these requests and frequently
brought organizations and projects to the attention of other funders.
In the process the Foundation developed some compatible funding
partnerships, opening up two-way collaborations with several, including
the Boone Family Foundation and the Dallas Women’s Foundation.
Lauren and Foundation staff have introduced us to new
organizations and potential partners, to other philanthropists,

funders and leaders. We attended the Gloria Awards in May as an
Embrey guest; and staff are working with us on Women’s Rights
Forum and also the work we are doing in Texas. We are building
a better network in Texas because of Embrey contacts. We
especially appreciate building the relationship with SMU Embrey
Human Rights Program. [Amnesty International-USA 2012 Interview]
At times the intensity of the engagement between the Foundation and
grantees reached a point at which the relationship had to become a
working partnership in which the funder is “all in” for shared success. With
several programs the Foundation also served as the largest and/or start up
funder for the project or organization and this level of funding pulled the
Foundation into such a partnership role to help mentor and/or guarantee
success. Several funded programs in MWB evolved to this level:
• SMU Embrey Human Rights Program--Lauren Embrey has
championed the human rights program at SMU since her own first
travel experience with the program as an alumna in 2005. The
program is now a university-based center, a national model for
higher-education human rights programming and bears the name of
the Embrey Foundation.
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• Lab to Combat Human Trafficking--Gayle Embrey’s background
in human services and her mentoring helped in the early
structuring of the research that led to the Lab’s breakthrough
model.
• Global Arts Corps--Lauren and Gayle Embrey both saw the
potential for GAC to transform conflict situations and restore
relationships. Their early support for GAC’s South African work to
be performed at SMU led to a funding relationship and then to a
partnership in Northern Ireland (their family heritage).
• American Indian College Fund--The Women’s Leadership
Program was a new type of venture for AICF; they accepted

the grant with aspirations for discovering and implementing
long-term changes in how women students could be more
successful in the Tribal College System. The Foundation provided
mentoring of the program and some of its participants and
helped guide staff through organizational transitions.
• Women’s Media Center/She Should Run--The Foundation
CEO agreed to serve on the WMC board and over time other
staff members served in advisory roles. At a crisis moment in the
program’s collaborative development, the Foundation provided
consulting. The Foundation has supported WMC events and
activities with additional funds. In every possible “more than
money” channel the Foundation has nurtured WMC.

Engagement--The Surprising Significance of Convening Grantees
In these troubled, uncertain times, we don't need
more command and control; we need better means to
engage everyone's intelligence in solving challenges
and crises as they arise.
M A R G A R E T J . W H E AT L E Y

In 2012, at approximately the midpoint of the MWB Initiative, the
Foundation convened the MWB grantees in a 3-day meeting in
Baltimore and also included the opportunity for all grantees to attend
the Facing Race Conference. (see On Race in Section 6) Co-designed
by the Foundation and the grantees, the Convening had three main
goals:
• Enable grantees to meet, learn from each other and discover
supportive and/or collaborative possibilities to enhance their
work.
• To engage grantees and EFF together in exploring race and its
significance in working effectively for women’s and human rights
issues.
• To challenge grantees to intensify their communications/visibility
efforts both for impact and for growth/sustainability.
The MWB Convening encompassed all projects plus the Foundation
leaders, staff and consultants for a total of 40 participants.
In response to the goals the Convening included three major activities:
• A workshop on Media Strategies (in partnership with Spitfire
Strategies)
• A workshop on integrating race and gender (in partnership with
Race Forward)
• Networking and briefings on the Design and Scope of the
Initiative
Early in the process one participant commented:
“As a grantee…don’t just date me; create a real relationship
with me! When you bridge generations, issues, classes, race it
takes TIME and slow, patient time. This meeting is an example
of serious time.”
The participants intuitively grasped and accepted the value of the peer
networking. For many the strategic context for MWB disclosed by the
Foundation was a bigger revelation. For most participants it was the
first time they understood the entire picture of the MWB Initiative and
their place in it (Refer back to the “Canvas” in the Design section of
this report.] For many grantees seeing the full picture was exciting and
they began to understand the purpose and vision of MWB. They came
to realize that the whole of MWB was bigger than the sum of the parts.
They could see that their work was a moving part explicitly funded to
help form a fully conceptualized strategy. Many reported that realizing
this shared vision inspired them to change, focus and energize their
work.

In addition, two other more surprising but important outcomes evolved
from the Convening:
• Transition to sustainability. Between the information shared
in the open sessions and the one-on-one on-site meetings
between the Foundation and grantees it became clear that most
of the programs were not ready to transition to sustainability
(beyond the Embrey funding). For some projects the startup
had been delayed by greater barriers than had been expected
(organizational/staff changes, lack of matching funds); for
others implementation had come with pivots in strategy that
then elongated the action timelines (e.g. complications with a
strategic partner, new information or changing circumstances that
challenged the plan); for others it had been difficult to attract
matching funds or to build a new donor base. In the midst of the
Convening, Embrey staff went to work to look at their budget
and the MWB spending boundaries to find a way to structure
an option for transition grants so that grantees could exit more
smoothly from the MWB Initiative. Shortly after the Convening
the Foundation let grantees know the criteria and guidelines
for submitting a transition request that could fund something as
simple as an extra month or two of transition to more complex
organization-building strategies in fundraising, board or staff
development. The transitional grant strategy was invented
quickly and eventually provided a better runway to sustainability
for eight of the grantees.
• Race and Social Justice. Although most grantees came into
the MWB Initiative with some integrated strategies on race and
gender already in place, they reacted enthusiastically to the
Convening session on Race and said it was helpful in moving
them toward more or increasingly complex goals on race. Several
committed to look more closely at their organizations and
• “prioritize race/class equity and inclusion on all levels of work/
programs/organizational structure.” Others said they would add
a process for adding, implementing, evaluating commitment to
race and inclusion. Some used the workshop materials to make
new plans on the spot while in the session.
As the MWB Convening ended many stayed in Baltimore and
participated in the Facing Race Conference. For the Foundation and
many of the grantees the Facing Race Conference opened up new
ideas and opportunities for the work needed on race. Catalyzed by the
experience, the Foundation itself began organizing an effort for its own
transformation as a Foundation facing both race and gender.
When asked to describe their reaction to the Convening and its
extension into the Facing Race Conference participants expressed one
major theme:
“Rejuvenating! I want to bring this bold feeling of using our
storytelling work as funders, producers, and instigators, to
truly advance equity and justice.”
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Mission Without Borders:
Pivots and Emergent Ideas
How Emergent Strategy Works
Emergent strategy accepts that a realized strategy emerges over time
as the initial intentions collide with, and accommodate to, a changing
reality.
E
B
A

C
D

A) Deliberate Strategy
B) Unrealized Strategy
C) Deliberate Strategy

Foundation and for its grantees. Intuitively the leaders understood and
accepted the principles of “emergent strategy” ; or “pivots” in more
entrepreneurial language:
“Emergent strategy accepts that a realized strategy emerges
over time as the initial intentions collide with, and accommodate
to, a changing reality. The term “emergent” implies that an
organization is learning what works in practice… Emergence
is where rigor and flexibility meet, as it inherently challenges
strategic organizations to be both rigorous and flexible.
Emergent strategy still requires that a clear strategic intent
guide the funder’s actions, but it acknowledges that specific
outcomes cannot be predicted.”
(Stanford Social Innovation Review, Summer 2014 Issue, “Strategic Philanthropy for
a Complex World”)

D) Emergent Strategy
E) Realized Strategy

Source: Henry Mintaberg, Sumantra Ghoshal, and James B. Quinn, The Strategy Process,
Prentice Hall, 1998

Most of the Mission Without Borders grants were funded in the first
12-18 months of the Initiative, so most were made with a strong
commitment and adherence to the original vision and impact strategy
(the strategic canvas / “logic model”). Nevertheless, the Foundation
assumed that changes and new ideas would emerge both for the

Pivot--as used in business start-up language--is the willingness to
change direction when a product or idea is proven to be neither
feasible nor viable.
Mission Without Borders – as a whole – experienced pivots or developed
emergent strategies in four areas
• Race
• Arts and Social Justice
• Impact on Women’s Lives
• Complementing Grant-making with Impact Investing

On Race
In its starting strategic design the Foundation included plans to fund
some research and definitional work on institutionalized and systemic
racism as a way of learning about and devising better strategies on
race and also the intersections of race and gender. Instead of making
a traditional grant, EFF made a partnership with Race Forward that
included research and shared activities including the attendance of
MWB grantees at the Facing Race Conference in 2012. The insights and
strategic sparks flying from these two events prompted the Foundation
to step forward –in partnership with the Boone Family Foundation-and propose that Race Forward bring the Facing Race Conference to
Dallas in 2014. The two Foundations also jointly proposed organizing
a community-wide effort, “Dallas Faces Race,” to optimize learning,
community engagement and commitment to action. Since 2014 the
Dallas Facing Race Network includes 350 members.
As a result of EFF leadership and the philanthropic partners’ decision to
help support the 2014 Facing Race conference, the event took place in
November, 2014, attracted over 1,600 participants including more than
600 from Texas. The Dallas Faces Race organizing committee spent

a year preparing for the conference, a process that included forming
committees that continue working after the conference.
The Foundation has adjusted its strategic lens to see and support race
as a central issue in the overall challenge to achieve gender justice and
human rights. As it moves out of the MWB Initiative, it is defining its new
strategies to include continuing funding for racial justice, particularly in
Dallas.
Diane Hosey, EFF Managing Director reflected,
“One of the most surprising elements of the Inititiative was
the way the race work sprung out of the MWB framework…
even though it was just one part of a complex vision. Now
it is front and center; and it is amazing legacy work. It is
operating and moving forward; the space is not comfortable.
But that is the kind of risk-taking the Foundation likes! We
have moved into the work in an honest, open, transparent,
way and we hope that is apparent to all our allies in this
work.”
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Most of us have a lens or two through which
we look at the world. Mine are race and
gender. I developed those two lenses almost
simultaneously and early in my political life.
For others, the first lens might be gender
or sexuality. A lens isn’t the same thing as
your identity, but your identity can certainly
influence your lens. The essential work of
building unity across difference is to be able
to see through someone else’s lens, and
prioritize working through that lens for a
substantial period of time.
RINKU SEN

On Arts and Social justice
The Mission Without Borders portfolio of grants included bold
commitments for the arts and achieving human rights and social
justice. The interest in supporting the arts as an explicit force in social
justice movements is not new but over the past decade there has been
renewed interest among funders, artists and activists. By definition arts
for social justice, encompasses a wide range of visual and performing art
when aimed at heightening cultural consciousness, building/engaging
community awareness and motivating people to act. In many instances
the arts can be part of a disruptive social change or innovation process.
Within MWB the arts were funded explicitly as social justice strategies:
the multi-year grants to the Global Arts Corps helped to establish and
sustain a unique art form for truth and reconciliation. Several major MWB

grants included or were explicitly focused on documentary film making:
Moxie Institute “Connected” and Chicken and Egg’s focus on films
about reproductive health. But the bigger lesson learned through MWB
was about the importance of making room for the arts and integrating
them in most social change programs and strategies. Storytelling, visual
art, public and collaborative art like murals, writing, illustrating, dance,
music all can be integrated into more traditional “hard-nose” strategies
as way s to shift the culture toward readiness for change.
As MWB evolved, the Foundation increased its own interest in
and support of the arts in social justice and began to participate in
philanthropy networks dedicated to promoting the support of arts as
part of the social change process.

On Impact on Women’s Lives
The Mission Without Borders was created and shaped from initial
concerns about women’s lives and gender equity and justice. As
the founders directed, every area of the Initiative was influenced by
a gender lens and gender analysis about human rights. All of the
MWB grants were made to women’s organizations or to human rights
organizations willing to use a gender lens in their own work.
While MWB was unfolding there also was a visible shift in the external
context as increasing numbers of mainstream funders, corporations,
and governments took up women’s pleas for more education,
more development, and more attention to the importance of girls’
development.
The formation of UN Women in 2010 elevated the importance of
women’s issues within the United Nations and systematized the

discipline of using gender analysis to develop the UN’s and its member
countries’ programs and investments. Building on the Millennium Goals
to End Poverty the UN and over 160 countries have adopted the new
2030 Development goals which include human rights and gender as the
centerpiece rationale for justice. In turn companies and global agencies
have prioritized gender openly and forthrightly in their philanthropy
and branding. In the culture at large, young women and men are
calling themselves feminists and there is an increasing consciousness of
equality and social justice.
The “case” for gender is better established than ever as a rationale
for broad social change and particularly makes more room for genderbased social justice work. But the attention of most funders is still just
catching up with the larger cultural shift toward accepting gender as a
key strategy toward the attainment of other development goals.

On Complementing Grantmaking with Impact Investing
EFF has diversified its classic endowment portfolio into “impact
investments” and has assigned its CFO and financial advisors to
continue learning about the evolving impact investing arena and to
increase the impact of its portfolio. EFF is committed to increasing and
diversifying its impact investing strategy to amplify its grantmaking
priorities, as well as to drive desired change in complementary strategic
areas. EFF’s impact investments span a number of interest areas and
investment types, including film investing which parallels the arts/film
grantmaking priorities. In addition to the film-related grants made
in MWB the Foundation has invested endowment dollars in 18 film
business ventures.

EFF currently has investments positioned across the “Impact Investing
Spectrum” which could include investments from municipal or other
social purpose bonds to housing or enterprise development to highly
focused investments related to the grantmaking priorities. EFF will
continue to move its remaining “classic investments” into impact
investments that are further along the “Impact Investing Spectrum”
whenever opportunities to do so arise. The value of EFF’s Impact
Investing will continue to increase as EFF identifies investment
opportunities that supplement its grantmaking priorities; especially in
those areas where grantmaking dollars alone cannot achieve the results
that EFF seeks.
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Mission Without Borders:
Conclusions, Insights & Leaps Forward
It might have been more sensible to have started the Embrey Family
Foundation with a small portfolio of grants and a reflective learning
process prior to plunging into larger scale grantmaking. But it felt like a
world of urgencies in women’s lives was calling us to get beyond whatever
trepidation we ourselves had about becoming “philanthropists” and
whatever cautions others were urging on us during startup. We were
convinced that if we acted quickly and decisively we would have a
chance to make a real difference at an important moment in time.
As a result of the Mission Without Borders funding, amazing things
happened. Projects were selected because of their potential to change
women’s lives and to tilt our institutions and culture toward gender
equality, human rights, and justice. We got this and much more.
We took on higher education and the next generation(s). Within
MWB three major projects worked within higher education. Hugely
diverse students at SMU, UT-Austin and the 32 US Tribal Colleges can
look forward to a completely different college experience that includes
a human rights perspective and/or deep courses in gender, human
rights and justice along with transformative life experiences, mentors,
and real life responsibilities in defining and advocating for human
rights/gender equality.
We made movies! Film--especially documentary film--is a defining art
form and medium for our times. We used both grant dollars as well
as some of our endowment investment capital to put resources into
the hands of women film makers to make more than 20 films about
real and inspiring issues. Chicken and Egg made a series of films on
reproductive rights; Moxie made films about personal responses to
great social challenges, and the Global Arts Corps documented their
own emerging art form. And we partnered with Impact Investors to
fund many more.
We challenged the media..and the political system. The Women’s
Media Center and She Should Run called out the media on their
gender bias in covering women candidates; the White House Project
accelerated candidate readiness in Texas; the Texas Freedom Network
built a constituency for access to birth control; Women’s eNews found
new ways to tell the story of US trafficking.

We linked human rights, gender, and race and boosted
organizational capacity. Our support helped Amnesty USA to find
and support their constituency of women especially young women
leaders. The Women’s Foundation of Colorado broke barriers across
the state by linking diverse communities to support girls sports
education. We helped Planned Parenthood to launch a digital media
initiative for sex education. The Ms Foundation escalated their public
policy capacity. The Dallas Women’s Foundation multiplied its donor
constituency. Pachamama revived a US constituency for human rights
and environment/climate.
As I write this I am aware of the courage that it has taken for all of us
to do this work…the EFF staff and board, our advisors and consultants;
and the hundreds of staff, board, volunteers, constituents of the
grantees. We have no doubts that the work and investments had an
impact. But that impact is only half the story. The work of MWB changed
the Embrey Family Foundation and our future. As we worked to get
more deeply into the intersection of race and gender we realized how
much more is needed. In the midst of MWB we made a partnership with
Race Forward that grew into our catalyzing support for Dallas Faces
Race, a collaborative program with more than 300 partners. And we
invested increasingly in the arts as drivers of deep social change. The
arts seem to speak the language of the Embrey Family Foundation and
its many friends and partners. In ever challenging times we believe that
artists will be essential in leading us through the many dilemmas of
seeking equality and justice in the future.
We are committed to do just that.

LAUREN EMBREY, CEO
Embrey Family Foundation

We interrupted US and global sex trafficking and violence against
women. We helped Polaris create the US trafficking hot line and enabled
millions of people to inquire and find help; the Lab to Combat Human
Trafficking created a state model for Colorado that will be replicated
nationally; LeTot will provide a model of care for trafficking victims in
Dallas; Amnesty International-USA helped to reshape and gain approval
for the global violence against women standards. Hunt Alternatives and
Demand Abolition advocated for demand-side policies in the effort to
decrease trafficking.
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